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Compact phases of polymers with hydrogen bonding
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We propose an off-lattice model for a self-avoiding homopolymer chain with two different competing
attractive interactions, mimicking the hydrophobic effect and the hydrogen-bond formation, respectively. By
means of Monte Carlo simulations, we are able to trace out the complete phase diagram for different values of
the relative strengths of the two competing interactions. For strong enough hydrogen bonding, the ground state
is a helical conformation, whereas with decreasing hydrogen-bonding strength, helices get eventually destabi-
lized at low temperature in favor of more compact conformations resemblingb sheets appearing in the native
structures of proteins. For weaker hydrogen bonding helices are not thermodynamically relevant anymore.
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The collapse of a self-avoiding flexible polymer chain in
‘‘bad’’ solvent has been studied for many years@1#. Follow-
ing de Gennes’s seminal work on showing the intimate c
nection of polymer collapse with tricritical systems@2#, most
of the theoretical effort has been concerned with the univ
sal features of theu point, the thermodynamic second-ord
transition between the swollen and the compact phase@3#,
this last phase being usually regarded as a structureless l
globule phase@1#. The possibility of more complex behavio
in the compact phase has been investigated only rece
revealing the existence, at lower temperatures than the
lapse gas-to-liquid transition, of a liquid-to-solid and a sol
to-solid transition@4#.

On the other hand, protein molecules undergo sim
transitions between denatured, molten globule, and na
states, which are solidlike structures with a well defin
three-dimensional conformation@5#. The main driving force
of protein collapse is believed to be the hydrophobic effe
which shields most of the nonpolar side chains in the core
the native protein structure from water@6#. This could indeed
be grossly described as a ‘‘bad’’ solvent effect. Yet, nat
structures of proteins are very peculiar when compared
typical compact conformations of self-avoiding polym
chains. The benchmark of protein nativeness is perhaps
ubiquitous presence of highly ordered local motifs, cal
secondary structures, known to be stabilized by hydro
bonding@7#.

In this paper, we propose a minimal off-lattice homopo
mer model, where a usual two-body isotropic attract
interaction—mimicking the hydrophobic effect—is compe
ing with a directed attractive interaction mimicking the a
gular dependence of hydrogen bonding@8#. We consider a
chain of N beads at positionsrW i in the three-dimensiona
continuum spaceR3, with 1< i<N. The chain constraint is
enforced strictly, by keeping the distance between conse
tive beads along the chain constant and unitary,urW i2rW i 21u
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51, for 2< i<N, while no other constraint is considered. W
model the hydrophobic effect@9# by considering a pairwise
attractive square well potential with a hard wall,Ehp

5(0< i 21, j <NVhp(urW i2rW j u), with

Vhp~r !5H ` for r<s,

21 for s<r<l,

0 for r>l,

~1!

wheres is the hard-core radius of each bead andl is the
range of the attractive interaction. In the following we w
always consider the cases51, l51.5, as in Ref.@4#.

In order to model hydrogen bonding, we need to bre
isotropy and favor a preferred direction between the t
hydrogen-bonded beads. We use the same type of dire
interaction proposed by Kemp and Chen@10#, so that the two
planes, each containing one of the two hydrogen-bon
beads and its nearest neighbors along the chain, will both
preferably orthogonal to the contact vector between th
@11#: Ehb5(2< i , j 11<NVhb(rW i2rW j ,uW i ,uW j ), where uW i

5(rW i 112rW i)3(rW i2rW i 21), and

Vhb~rW,uW i ,uW j !50.5~ u r̂ •ûi um1u r̂ •û j um!Vhp~ urWu!, ~2!

where •̂ denotes normalized vectors. The directionality d
gree of hydrogen bonding is controlled by the exponentm; a
large value corresponds to a strong ‘‘directionality.’’ We ha
mainly studied them512 case, since lower values ofm do
not favor proteinlike secondary structures in this parame
zation.

The interplay between hydrophobic collapse and hyd
gen bonding is controlled by the relative strengtha between
the two interactions when the following total Hamiltonian
considered:

Ha5Ehp1aEhb . ~3!
©2003 The American Physical Society05-1
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Whenever two beads come into contact, i.e., their mu
distance falls within the well, they always gain a negat
unitary energy contribution fromEhp . A further negative
contribution could come fromEhb , depending on how wel
the hydrogen bond is formed between them, ranging from
in the worst case, to2a, in the best one. Thus, from th
microscopic point of view the two energy terms are coope
tive. If hydrogen bonding is switched off,a50, we are back
to the usual case of isotropic pairwise attraction conside
in Ref. @4#, which yields a compact ground state with n
secondary structures. In the other limit of no hydropho
interaction,a5`, the ground state has already been sho
to be a long straight helix, whenm>6 @10#. Since the ground
state differs significantly in the two limiting cases, on
should actually expect a nontrivial competition between
two energy terms for intermediate values ofa, despite the
microscopic cooperativity. This competition is induced a
global macroscopic level as a consequence of chain con
tivity and excluded volume constraints@12#. In this paper, we
will focus on its thermodynamic implications.

Our results qualitatively agree with previous work on
analogous lattice model, where hydrogen bonding was m
icked via the introduction of rotating spins@13#. We remark,
nonetheless, that the extension of such results to our
lattice model is highly nontrivial, since the geometrical ord
implicit in the lattice structure could mask or enhance s
ondary structure formation artificially. As an example, wh
isotropic compaction of a homopolymer chain on a cu
lattice is sufficient to produce some amount of second
structure@14#, this is not true for an off-lattice homopolyme
@15,16#.

Our aim is to determine, by means of Monte Carlo sim
lations, the density of statesr(E) of a polymer chain with
the Hamiltonian~3!, so that the partition functionZN(T) of
an N-bead chain at reduced temperatureT can be easily re-
constructed:ZN(T)5(Er(E)exp(2E/T). We have employed
a set of standard moves currently used in simulations of
polymer chain; pivot, crankshaft, and reptation moves@17#.
In order to avoid trapping in local energy minima, we ha
employed a simulation method based on generalized
semble techniques@18#. The key notion, using generalize
ensembles, is that a proper reweighting of temperature
function of energy should allow the chain to escape fr
such energy minima@19#. The method lends itself in a natu
ral way to be formulated within an iterative convergen
scheme, and the possibility of properly employing the sta
tical information from more different steps of such a sche
greatly increases its effectiveness@18#.

Nevertheless, the presence of frustration provides an
herent limitation to such a method, since it is based on
knowledge of local properties of the phase space, and
competition between different energy terms results in diff
ent regions of the phase space sharing the same total en
but having different local densities of states. This turns ou
be the case within our model, causing a very slow conv
gence to equilibrium. Therefore, we have introduced a fin
two-dimensional representation of the full multidimension
phase space, by identifying a conformation through both
hydrophobic energyEhp and hydrogen-bond energyEhb .
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Our simulation method can be easily adapted in order
compute the density of statesr(Ehp ,Ehb) as a function of
both energy terms. Details on the employed reweight
scheme will be published elsewhere@20#. In this way, not
only convergence to equilibrium is more easily obtained,
the partition functionZN(T,a)5(Ehp ,Ehb

r(Ehp ,Ehb)exp@
2(Ehp1aEhb)/T#, and hence any other relevant thermod
namic quantity, can now be reconstructed for any given va
of the relative strengtha between the two competing energ
terms. The effectiveness of this sampling strategy shows
the two energy terms serve as relevant order parameters

The main result of this work, obtained for a chain wi
N517 beads, is shown in Fig. 1. The logarithmic density
statesS(Ehp ,Ehb)5 ln@r(Ehp,Ehb)#, the microcanonical en-
tropy, is represented as a surface plot in the employed t
dimensional representation of the conformational space.
fective free energy landscapes can easily be reconstru
within the same representation:

Fa~T,Ehp ,Ehb!5~Ehp1aEhb!/T2S~Ehp ,Ehb!, ~4!

where the free energyFa(T,Ehp ,Ehb) is given in dimension-
less units. The surface plot in Fig. 1 can thus be interpre
as the opposite of the free energy landscape at infinite t
perature, so that free energy valleys are seen as entr
ridges. In the phase-space region with the lowest value
both energy terms, the entropy surface exhibits a rich
regular structure, which is going to play a crucial role
determining the thermodynamic properties at low tempe
ture. Three different ridges, separated by nonconvex reg
of the entropy surface corresponding to free energy barri
can be identified.

The properties of the conformation ensembles popula
such entropic ridges, or free energy valleys, can be rea
identified by computing several order parameters, wh
measure the compactness degree and the amount of se
ary structure content. Compactness is usually measure
means of the squared gyration radius

Rg
25(

i 51

N

~rW i2rWcm!2/N, ~5!

where rWcm5( i 51
N rW i /N is the center-of-mass vector. As fo

secondary structures, we define the helical content of a c
formation as

Sh5 (
j 2 i 53

5

@~Vi 21,j 211Vi , j1Vi 11,j 11!/3#m, ~6!

and the parallel and antiparallel sheet content similarly:

Sps5 (
j 2 i>6

@~Vi 21,j 211Vi , j1Vi 11,j 11!/3#m, ~7!

Sas5 (
j 2 i>5

@~Vi 21,j 111Vi , j1Vi 11,j 21!/3#m, ~8!
5-2
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FIG. 1. ~Color! Entropy surface plotS(Ehp ,Ehb) in the (Ehp ,Ehb) plane. Secondary structure content order parameters are show
color scale: red for heliceŝSh&, green for sheetŝSbs&1^Sas&. The lighter the color the higher the order parameter. The yellow lines
the entropy surface show the average hydrophobic and hydrogen bond energies parametrized as a function of temperature fora50,1,3,4.
The dashed portions of the curves refer to a first-order transition, which is identified by looking at the free energy contour plot, as
and simply connecting the two competing free energy minima. Typical conformations populating relevant entropic ridges are also
n
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where Vi , j5Vhb(rW i2rW j ,uW i ,uW j ) (0<Vi , j<1) measures to
what extent a hydrogen bond is formed between beadsi and
j. Each term in the above sums@Eqs.~6!, ~7!, and~8!#, again
between 0 and 1, measures to what extent the (i , j ) pair can
be considered the center of a local portion of a given seco
02180
d-

ary structure. Within our definitions a simple hydrophob
contact, which is not a good hydrogen bond, does not c
tribute to secondary structure counting.

As is shown in Fig. 1, the ridges in the entropy surface
associated, with increasing number of hydrophobic conta
5-3
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FIG. 2. ~Color! Specific heat per monomerC, black line; and mean square gyration radius^Rg
2&, blue line, as a function of reduce

temperatureT in logarithmic scale, in thea53 case. In the inset, the specific heat per monomer, black line, is again shown together w
secondary structure order parameters^Sh&, red line, and̂ Sbs&1^Sas&, green line. Dotted lines show the same quantities as computed
a second independent simulation.
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and decreasing number of hydrogen bonds, to helices
four beads per turn, to helices with five beads per turn, an
sheetlike conformations, respectively. The gyration rad
decreases accordingly@20#, since long straight helices ar
extended objects. Whereas helices~a! and~b! are indeed rep-
resentative of the two helical ridges, the sheetlike conform
tion ~c! is just one among many possible different repres
tatives. In this region we expect the occurrence of ma
different free energy minima, possibly giving rise to glas
behavior. Such frustration is of course not resolved wit
our bivariate parametrization.

We now discuss in detail the casea53. The mean square
gyration radiuŝ Rg

2& and the specific heat per monomerC
5T22(^H a

2&2^H a&2)/N are shown in Fig. 2. The behavio
of the secondary structure order parameters,^Sh& and
^Sps&1^Sas&, is shown in the inset. The curves resultin
from two different independent simulations are shown;
accuracy is quite good down to temperatures as low as
The specific heat curve exhibits, with decreasing tempe
ture, one shoulder and two higher and sharper peaks. Spe
heat peaks are usually related to a phase transition, but
should of course be taken in generalizing results from suc
small system~see, e.g., Ref.@21# for a detailed discussion o
problems arising in finite-size scaling of theu collapse!. For
a finite-size analysis of such transitions, we show the f
energy contour plots at the corresponding temperature
Fig. 3.

As signalled by the decrease of the gyration radius,
specific heat shoulder is related to the collapse of the ch
from the swollen high temperature phase. The first p
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close to the shoulder corresponds to a sharp increase o
gyration radius, and is related to the formation of many h
drogen bonds and to the appearance of helical struct
whereas the hydrophobic energy is almost not changed.
free energy contour plot clearly shows the existence of t

FIG. 3. Contour plots at different temperatures, in thea53
case, of the effective free energyFa(T,Ehp ,Ehb), Eq. ~4!, in the
(Ehp ,Ehb) plane. The temperaturesT50.46, T50.14 correspond
to the specific heat peaks seen in Fig. 2. The spacing between
secutive levels in each contour plot is unitary, and corresponds
difference ofkBT in physical units. The darker the color, the high
the free energy value. Letters refer to entropic ridges and con
mations in Fig. 1.
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COMPACT PHASES OF POLYMERS WITH HYDROGEN BONDING PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 021805 ~2003!
competing minima, so this globule-to-helix transition is fir
order. The second peak is marked by a sharp decrease i
gyration radius, and is related to the breaking of helices
to the formation of sheetlike structures, such as conforma
~c! in Fig. 1. Sheetlike conformations are compact objec
having less hydrogen bonds but more hydrophobic cont
than helices. This last transition is again first order, as sho
in the free energy contour plot.Threedifferent minima are
present, originating from the entropic ridges identified in F
1, but helices with five beads per turn~b! never get effi-
ciently populated, since they suffer competition from eith
side.

The very structure of the specific heat, one shoulder
then two peaks with decreasing temperature, is simila
what is found in the usuala50 case, even if the thermody
namically stable phases are completely different. It is tem
ing to interpret our results within the same overall fram
work proposed in Ref.@4#, that is to say, with decreasin
temperature the chain first undergoes a gas-to-liquid
lapse, then a first-order liquid-to-solid transition, and fina
a solid-to-solid transition, which is again first order~in the
absence of hydrogen bonding, the last transition is a cont
ous polymorphic transition@4#!. In our model, the possibility
of hydrogen bonding simply helps in selecting helices a
sheets among all possible solid crystalline conformations

In Fig. 1 we have also summarized the different therm
dynamic static properties of the polymer chain whena is
varied. The yellow lines can be thought of as dynami
trajectories only in theinfinitely slow cooling case. Actual
dynamics doesnot take place within the effective free energ
landscape~4!, since kinetic barriers in the full phase spa
are smoothed over by the coarse graining of our represe
tion. This is most likely the case for the helix-to-sheet tra
sition, where we expect the underlying energy landscap
be more rough.

All trajectories in Fig. 1 start from a common point
infinite temperature, but then explore different regions of
phase space, according to different strengths of hydro
bonding. Nevertheless a collapse transition, related to
shoulder in the specific heat, is common to alla values, and,
.
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moreover, takes place in all cases for similar values of
competing energies. At lower temperatures, the hydrog
bond strength greatly affects the thermodynamic behav
Whena50, the conformational ensemble populated at lo
temperature does not include, as expected, the regions o
phase space with a high content of secondary structure. A
Ref. @4#, two further transitions are present, liquid-to-sol
and solid-to-solid. Ifa51, after the last solid-to-solid tran
sition the sheetlike region of the phase space becomes
ciently sampled at low temperatures. Ifa53, as we have
already seen, the chain first undergoes a transition from
liquid globule phase to the helical region and then to
sheetlike region. Both transitions are first order. Finally,
a54, hydrogen bonds are strong enough to produce a h
cal ground state, as in thea5` case@10#.

Note that only the marginal border of the green sheetl
region is thermodynamically relevant at low temperatu
~see also the small increase of the order parameter in Fig!.
It is believed thata helices are more likely to be formed b
residues with small side chain groups, whereas the los
conformational entropy suffered by bigger side chain grou
when arranged in helical conformation, favors the format
of b sheets@22#. This general picture is consistent with ou
results. In fact, no side groups are present and helices
indeed entropically favored, since they sit on the top o
ridge in the entropy surface, whereas sheetlike conformat
do not.

To summarize, we have introduced a simple model for
off-lattice self-avoiding polymer chain with two competin
attractive interactions, isotropic and directionalized.
means of Monte Carlo simulations we have determined
density of states of the chain within a two-dimensional re
resentation of the phase space, and hence the phase dia
for different values of the relative strength of the two com
peting energies. If the directionalized interaction is stro
enough, different conformational ensembles compete clo
with each other at low temperature, which have peculiar p
teinlike features, such as helices and sheets.

It is a pleasure to acknowledge enlightening discussi
with A. Maritan, C. Rischel, K. Sneppen, and G. Tiana.
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